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ABSTRACT
This 1.8 one form of three performance checks booklets

(A, 5,,and.C) for Level I of tlie Intermediate Science Curriculum
Study (ISCS). The three booklets are consideied one of four major
subdivisions of a set of individualized evaluation materials for
Level I of the ISCS. This booklet (form A),-developed to assess the
students' achievetiont of the ctjectives of Level I, contains a set of Ak .

performance checkh eqUivalent to the performance checks of the other
two forms (ft and C). Each perfcrmance check has its own code number -

which indicates the unit number and identifies whether it is,,based on s'

-core material or excursions. tirections for students, use of
performance checks are also included. (Htl)
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A

. FOREWORD

T:

To implement an educational approach succasfully, one must matCh the philoso-4

phy of evaluation with that of instruction. This is particularly true when individual-
ization is the key element in the.Oucational approach.: Yet, as important as it is to
achieve this match, the task is by fa means simple for the teacher. In fact, without
specific resource materials to help him, he is apt to find the task overwhelming, For
this reason, ISCS.has developed a se,t of individualized evaluation materials as part of
its Individualized Teacher Preparation (ITP) program. These materials are 4 esigned.
to assist teachers in their transition to 'individualized instruCtion and to h p theM
tailor :their assessment of students' progress to the needs of ali their students.

The two modules Cqncerned with evpluation,Indiyidualizing bbjective Testing and
gvaluating and Reporting Progress, can tie used by. small groups of teachers in in-t
service settings or'by individual teachers in a local school environment. Hopefully,
they will do more than give each teacher .an overview of individualized evaluation,
These ITP modules suggest key strategies for achfeving both subjective and objectiVe
evaluation of each student's progress. And to make It easier for teachers to put such
strategies into practice, ISCS has produced the associated boopets entitled Perform-
ance ObjectivePerformance Assessment Resources, and Performance Checks. Using
these materials, the teacher can objectively assess the student's mastery of the proc-

.1-. esses, skills, and subject matter of- the ISCS program. Ansl the teacher can obtain,
at the moment when they are needed, specific suggestions for remedying the stu-
dent% identified:deficiencies.

If y_au are n ISCS teacher, selective use of these materials will guide you in devel-
* oping 4n ind vidualized evaluation program best suited to your own settings and thus

further enhance the individualized character of your ISCS program.-

5

The Co-Directors
Intermediate Science CurricUlum Study
Rm 415, W.H. Johnston Building
415 North Monroe Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32301



NOTES TO"THE STUDENT

Now that you have completed several chapters, excursions, and self-evaluations, you-
are ready to help your teacher determine how well you are doing. The performance
checks in 'this book will provide your teacher with this information. Then your

. teacher can help you with things you may not understand and c'an keep a record
of your progress.

Read the next section carefully. It explains some important things about the per-
formance checks in this book, and it gives you specific suggestions for using them.

,*

What. You Nod to Know about Performance Checks

1. You do .performance checks when you are ready. Per-
formance checks are somewhat like the questions in the self-
evaluations you do them when, you are ready, not when.
the .whole class is ready. ,

2. Your teacher or both "Of you decide how malkly you do.
Your teacher or you and your teacher together will decide
which ones you should do. You are not expected to do all
of the performance checks.
3. There are three forms for each perforthance check. Every
perforlance check is written in three forms A, B, and C. , . .44

(The title of this booklet tells you whether it is Form A, B, or
C.) Usually the answers for each form are different. Wheii.
you do a check, you will use only one form. The A, B, and C.
forms are always in different booklets." Within each booklet
all the performance objectives for the same unit are listed
together. These units are in numerical order. Each unit has
performance checks based on core material and performance
checks based on excursions.
4'. Each performance chick has its own nutober. The number
is in the outside margin of the pagp and .will .look like this:
03-Core-17A or 05-Exc 17-2A. Thes"e numbers mean

z

Core and 05. Exc 17 - 2

6
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5. Each performance check is :separated from_ the other.
There is a line before eacb performance check itrid one after
it. Some performance checks have several parts, so.do every-
tkitig called 'for betAreen the lines. When there is no line at
/he bottom of a page, you_ can expect to find the check con-

'otinued onto the next page.
6.. SoMetimes you. will need to use equipment. If special
materials ere needed; they will be in boxes labeled with the
same nuMber and sometimes the same letter too as the per-
formance check for which you neeckthem. .

7. Some performance checks have twO or More answers. If
more _than one ans8Ver is correct, you must select all the cor,
.rect choices. In such . cases selecting just one ansWer is not.
enough..

-8. Some performance checkihave nonswers. Occasionally,
you may be..asked to do something that is impossible and to
explain your answer. If so; say that the task is impossible
and explain why.
9. You share books of performance checks and YOU DO
NOT WRITE IN THEM. Write your ansWers on Other paper:
Give the number and form of the performance check for each
answer you write. If you are to draW a graph, your teacher

e

may provide you with,grid paper.
10. Your teacher. . or his assistant will collect and mark your2
checks. And somethnes you must ask him to watch or assist.
you as you do a check. ,

11. Sometimes a. review plocedUre will be suggested. If you
can't do a perfotmance check, you maT be äsked iew
.a part of the text or a self-evaluation questio You 1may
then be checked on the same material, So be sure yoU ufider.
stand the material you review. Get help if you need it.
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Get tWo test leads, a bulb and. Socket, and an ISCS battery from your teacher.
Charge tile battery for one minute. Get yourteacher to .Nyatch.you. Now connect
the bulb tp the battery so that the.bulb lights. Q . : r. :., ).- - .,

. : ,,: --', -

01-CoreilA.

Study the diagram to see how you shd14, ccinneCt test' lei.td$ XID Jnike the b4 hght:
Then, Write the two numbers foi each test lead that 'iho.v where,the etisis 4 9th

.) ,
lead should be connesteau
.
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Something that changes in an'activity Ort,xp.etiment ald-,affeCts 'the 'results of it is. , .4.

called .
,a. an example.

b. a solution.
c. a problem.
d. a variable.

.b.. .°

'Onore-M

. -

In box 0 I-Core-4A youViill find a circuit all tup, .Use.the gq6d
box to find out why the bulb doesn't light. WIlich.part is bid.y..*, -4,

-00441A ,

,.;$ 4.s. .,

Get batteries A, C, and D-froM box 0 Core-5. ilhink ,-

you need.. Which of the batteries lias influence? ,` ' :
. ,

4 .

Ar. ,47 .

Arti*Imer is used to transfer influ#uce.tO.a nail.- :Why must .you w,Aig. a hammq,;: IA,: :01:.:5or
. '74 ' gi<berdie it can drive a nail into wood? * . , ... .1,;;,,.: .,4e.,;-

t4 9\ 444.1 " ;;'
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Match the following terms by girst listing
and then writing after each number the le
definition.

Terms
COmponent .

2. Subsystem
Systeih
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On yout paper, write 'the letthr of each diagram which ideritifies a system. Also ox-
.

plain Why the diagrathor diagrams u chose represent systems.
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thoefOrkttianging kern one thlit to anOther is easier.
:76. All ',,systima li&liewiremenViire of equal value, but scientists needed a

- . ,-"" --vp s. .

, "b4i0g)on'4.yitehkcif....mnits . They appsngd to choose the metric system.
.

'14 I r t 4

Thoin:p.asure,the'nk-sy 4-eo Iii tSCS. cience is the
'a! Hebxew system. -

b: English system.°
c: Russiart system..
d. Mefric system.

,..; .. :T.O1ExcO31A

.44
1,4r

.

..

WI"

In'Excursion 3, you studied two
force was greater. thin the othe
directly on each other. Read the
the two variables?

a. Mary ran around the school
ruti faster?
b. John'and Mary faced each, other around the school track. Who can run
faster?

cet lift and drag 97- actingvon two sinkers: One
r. ou found this by making the two forces act
tWo aMples below. Which one directly .compares

track. John ran around the blqvck. Who can

6'

ft

. .

4

4.

-



p.

Which of the following is an operati6nal def)rittion'?
a. A ruler is a.device ro rneas1ring.1ength.6..

. .
b. Light is the form of energy which owes the :needle: of a light meter to
mole, The ainodnt of tteedle movement..meaguresthe intensity-of.tte light.
c. Mass is the anicnnft bf !natter in.anoobject anil does dot yary from place to

'place. : _.! . ,,, :.

.,

'02-Core,1A

Suppose that thrdughout tho.qtseeveryd'he iri yoiii- class Used h0 Own force Incas-, , .
uttr scale ?narked in V :4sbef:units. : . ... . ..... ',.: , .

:,. . ; ),
1! Would this causea prOptein? ..... . .
. Explain'. your an§wer. : '' .,..
.

i

02-Core-2A

SuPpose you, Wanted to Use yoUrforce measurer to firid the weight Of absmalt feath- :02-Coro0A
er. List the letters of all of the following things that you 'would 'need "forAPur force .,

measyner. , :,.. 1., -- .. .. . ,,-* A . '

-. a. A.biade thinner than The thin Made you already have- :.) .. . -,.s. ,,

b: A 6tade thicker:than.the thin blade, but thinner than the thick.blade i.,
c. A scale calih(a.ted in .units from 0 N to 0;1- N
d'. A' longer scale card

5.

.
Get ''ar! ISCS. force: mealurer, 2 blades, paper clips, and a newtOn scale card from the
upply area. F.roin your teacher, get a spinigig disk and a skate wheel...' Report 10

l .
r teacher how much Ihe%sPinigig disk weighs and how Much the skate Wl

weighs.

. -02-Core-4A

Get .two objects from .bbx 02-Core75A. Use an 1SeS force measurer, an aluminum O2Cort5A
cup,P'sperclips, and a newtoniscalesard to weigh each of-the two objegs.".Write the

.;
difference in neWtonS, between the weights.

s.

John brought his.oWn washers froin hOme ,to weigh on his force measurer. 'He added
s one washer at a t?me to a!hook on the end of the force measurer blade. He made the
:datn stablx stigwn. below.,

. s

*

Nurnbei of Washers
on Hook

Weight of Washers
(in newtons) .

v

,

. .
1

3(
,

.4.

4

5

6

.

'

(
r

l 4,

2..4

2.6. . -

2.8

. 3 .4

. *-

, What.do you Conclude 'about the weight's ofi.the washers John brought frorn,horne?

02-Core-6A

T.'1
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02-Core.:74 Larry did Excuoion 3, wlich compares weight and-drag. 'On a separate piece of
graph paper, label the axes as shown below. Then conitrUct a gitaph of Larry's data,
which are listed in the table below. The table syvis the dragging power of the' 'drop-.;
pig-sinkers. Draw a best-fit line for the plotte pointi.

*.

-

.

Sinkers.
Dropped .

Siniers
Dragged

4

8 .

,

.0
9

,

12
,

:12

te
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SINKERS DROPPED

02-C Ore-84
.

Write an operational definition for weight,,rusing an ISCS force measurer in yoUr

definition.
.

02-Core-9A ASk- your teacher fOr a force measurer with an aluMinum pin in 'it.. 'Do mi:Cremove

thepiri.' t . ., ..
Answer the following ;itiestioii-S'by listing the numbers (1, 2, artd .3) on yqur paper

. and writing aiter each/number the answer to.the corresponding qustion..'
. I. .Doe's the forée meakirer haVe the thin or.thick blade attached to it?

. .

.., 2. What is the number of the hole the pin-is in?'..:...,
. .. .

.. 3.. How much force is:on.the alUminum pin? .,

ft1

t-_

...:'02-Care-1 OA

.

From your teacher, get force 'measurer scale dard 02-0bre-10A. Uise your, force
measurer with the thin blade to 'weigh a sinker.. .Have your teacher watch you. Re-
port the weight in the Units shown on the scale atd, ., .

.02-COre-1.1A
P

*Irk on your paper the name octhe.metric unit you use in ISCS. to measure force.
p.

.

02-,Cori. i 2A .; 'Suppose you want to ictiOW,Whenl a .force is:Acting on a football. Write on your
paper two kindS of changes you-would look fOr.'. . -

I 3
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Get a compass and a nail from the supply area. Set the compass on your desk.
Bring the nail very near to thefompass fromThree different directions. Watch what

happens.
1. Is there a force acting between the nail apd the compass?
2. How do you know?

A

,02-Cora-13A.'

A.

1
Diagram a

JP

The two springs being squeezed by the hands are alike.
I. Which diagram shows"the greater amount of force being applied?
2. "Explain the reason for your choice.

Diagram b

0/2-Core-14A

An operational definition answers two questions. Write an operational definition for
, *me in-which you answer those two questiOns.

02-Core-15A

Write on your paper the two questions you would have to answer about something if 02-Gore-16A

)iou wanted to write an operational definition for it.

-Two sinkers are attached to thetlade of a force measurer,' and' the blade bends
down. Nanicktlie force that is pulling op the' blade.

YA

02-Core-17A

.
John sat on a chair. After a minute, ihe cihair..*s gave way and Sohn ended uti on
.the floor. What force caused a change in the' Ath Pe of the chair?

02-Core-1'8A %

State two reasons why it 'is difficult to dpfine operatiopally-such.lerms as love or,

'beauty.

92-Core-19A

-A

,

Meterstick

Look . at the dthgrams of the measuring instrunients. Wharnee6 to be added to
, triem so that yoy could tell your toticher your measuretnent without having to show

.
him the thermometer Or the meterStick?,

02-6Ore-20A

-;*

110

4



02-Core-21A - Tie or tape a magnet to a 'string, as shOwn below: Hang the magnet on the thick r
force measurer blade. Measure the combined w6ight of the magnet and string,
Number and record your results for each, step of the following.

1. Record the combined weight of the magnet and string. . .'4 2. Attach a nail to the magnet as shown. Pull gently on the nail. until the
magnet releases it. Wbat is the force measurer'reading when the magnet re-
leases the nail?

.-
,. 3. How much foice did the magnetexert_on the nail?

°

Force measurer

String

Magnet

Nail

"a

02-Core-22A List the letters of thedituations described below in which there cis a force ac4ing'in
addition to gravity altrietiotri:

a.. A motorcycle parked in a garage.
b. A stone smashing through a window
c.. A sinker sittinuon a shelf
d. Two football pMyers hitting head-on
e. A washer liftW from al clesk

02Core-23A
.

,
f.

List. four things mhich should be. trpe of an objcct if it is to be used as a standard
unit or measurement.. ,



"

Sol was given two old and uncalibrated spring scales, kand B. He calibrated each
spring scale two times. The tWo drawings below show the results of his calibrations
for each scale. Sol must use one of these two scales in an. experiment.'

I. Which spring scald should he use?
2,Yhy?

J

02-Core-24A

4

in this course you \often make several r asurements which you are then asked to
multiply and divide. Suppose ybu were tc use the scale below.

1,, Would it be easiest to repor . multiply, and divige the measurements if

the units on the scale were div ded, ihto 9, into 10, or into I I subunits?

2:.11/411y?

02-Exo 06-1A

1
e'



02-Exc 06-A 1. From whicrt of the three- scales below dould you Teport the most accurate
mea4urement of ,the distance from A*to B? .

2.. Why?

A .

Scale a 1 1 1 : 1
. Cr

\--Ow

Scale b c)11111"1,1 I. 11.11111111111111111
,

A

Scale c ? I
1 ,
I . _ 1 1

,

3

3iii

02-Exc 06-3A .

Scale 1

A F GH C B I JOKE

1 1 11 I 1 /
liefilliLi11111111Illicilii,111 1 1'.

2 3 4 5

Scale 2

Report your answers to both questions below in decimafs.
I. On scale 1, what is e'reading at H? .At 1?

2. On scale 2, what is th reading at N? At R?

02-Exc 07-1A

-1

Write. the letter or the best answeri 'When the's& of.alunit of measuremen.t such as
the meter was first determined; it was

a. discovered by seientists,
b. !taken fr6m.a iist of,Starrdards passed dovin thrugh ttie yeOrs.
c. naturally set by soinething in,nature: 4)./

a. set by a group of 'Men whO agreed' on its size. .



v

,

The palm s a unit of length based on the width of a man's hand. The digit i$ a unit 02-Exc 07-2A
of length based on the width of a man's index finger.

1. Why aren't measurement units such as the palm and,digit used very much
A today?

2. Why are standard units such as the mpter and the gram used instead?

The brightness of a lighted bulb was measured with a light meteat several distances
from the bulb. The data were graphed as shown below. Notice that the light bright-
ness decreases as. the di'stance increases.

Compare the change in brightness Ntween the distanges of 1 foot and 2 feet wk the
Change between 4 feet and 8 feet. Choose the words which correctly complete the
following two sentences.

1 . When the bulb and meter are Close together, a. ma1,1...change in distance

produces a (large )(small) change in brightness.
2. When the meter and bulb are far apart, a large change in distance,pro-
duces a (large)(small) change in brightness.

I- 40I.
7.1

u.
0 30

W r

10
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ill111111101111111111111111111111111111111
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c.

How can you lift a 40 lb box frbm the floor to the table with the least amount of
work being done on the box? Select the best answ6r below.

`4 a. Lift it with your hands.
b. Push it up an iriclined plane..
c. Use a pulley and a rope.

, d. Any way you do it, the work on the box is the same.
-

03-Core-lA
'Alk

leasure the distance'between'each of the three pairs of points, and record your an-
swers in meters.

l. A to Li_ .

2. C to
3. E to F ft

..I)

,03-Core-2A.

,

Make the changes asked for in each of ihe following cases.'
1. 7 cm = m

2. 0.7 in= cm
3. 32,cm =
4. 4:2 m = cnr

03-Core-3A

What is the metric unit used in ISCS for measuring work?
,

03-Core-4A

Find out how mtich work is done when you lift arr:electricity measurer base from the 03-COre-5A

floor to your desk top, Get the equipment you titled to do this. Record your meas- .

urements in newtons and meters, and .record tile answer in th.'e correct units.

Write an oPetational definitioq for work. 03-Core-6A

Complete:the sentence below, 4 03-Core77A ,

Helen lifted the cart frop-the floor andput it :on; the table. Her science classmates
said she was doing .__ _ on the'can ,

,

'.

'



Oi-Core-8A A force measurer was used to pull a box across the floor. What measurements below
would you use to Measure the work done on the box? . Choose as many as are needed.
Dp not calculate the Work. . a

. a. The box moved for 80 seconds.
b. The box Moved 100 cm.
c. The speed of the box was 1.25 cm per second.
d. The box required 8 newtons of force to be moved.

03-Core-9A Match the ter?tts system, subsystem, and component with their definitions. Write
the n----tber of the term and the letter of the matching definition on your answer
sheet. c .

Terms . Definitions
1. SysteM a. N person who fights another
2. Subsystem b. An object that is part of a system
3. CoMponent (of a system) c. A group of objects that interact

directly within a system
d. A group of objects, such.as a hat,
a book, a feather., mnd a clod of dirt
e. A group of objects that interact
with each other

03-Core-10A

Mac

Beam _
Hands

/al03 go.

,iLower pulley Lower hook

Upper hook

Upper pulley

Rope

Tire

Mac uses the system shown to lift heavy truck tireS. List four labeled components
which. form a subsystem iris Mac's system.

.

20



Study the diagrams below.
1.. List the letter of each diagram which showpa single system.
2. ExplAin why any diagrams you chOse'represent syqems. .

A

03-Corel lA

. Diagram a Diagram b .,
:

Diagram c

Study the diagram of the elect ic drill. .

I. List each of the sets of components listed belrw,which, can be considered
)

a subsystem.
2. Explain wliy you selected the sets you'artql

Ring gear

Prongs

Plug

Cord

Terminals.

Motor

Co ponents
a. plug, motor, chuck
b. prongs
c. motor, drive shaft; *drive gear

C4

' Drive shaft

Chuck

Drive gear

41. ring gear, chuck, drill bit
e. prongs, cord,drive shafti

03-Core 2A

', $.t.

tzt.

Drill bit

4,,
44,,

: 4

Select the phrases which describe the relatioaship between work and systeMs. A sys- 03-Core-13A

tern can
a. be its own source of input work.
b. transfer input work.
e. use input work to'do useful work.
'd. .operate with no input wok.

2 i

.t :
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4.

th4 ai,erage szi.t: each of the following two sets of numbers. Show your work.
I. .21 4.5, and 3.8
2, 4. 3.0, and 4.3

03-Core-18A

-George punched. a hole in the- bottom of a paper cup. He tried to count how many
-drops .of :tvatv,' fell from the cup in one minute. 'His data from several -trials are
shown in the table below. Why is the average of 46 drops per minute probably closer
to the aCtual count than the individual figures for the six trials?

Trial Drops Per
Minute

I 44

2 47

3 45

. 48

5 47

6 _ 45

Average 46

03-Core-19A

4
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o 03-Core,20A -Si'x scientists measured the length of the same steel rod with the same meterstick.
4 They got t ollowing data. .

Scientisi Length of'Rod
(in cm)

1 7)03

73.9
1

3 .74,1

4 74.0

5 ' 73.9

6 , 74.1

*Why shouldni they all expect tO get the same measurement for the steel rod?

03-Core-21A Get 'from yourteacher either.a copy of the graph below or. grid paper. (On grid paper,
copy the graph below, label the axes, plot the points, and draw the line.) :Using the
graph, find the mass in grams of the folloWing.

1 'to 9 sinkers

2. 1 sinker
3. 11 sinkers
4. 4 sinkers

30

25

5

0 6 8 10 12 )
NUMBER OF SINKERS

03-Core-22A Juan attached his force measurer to his-science. textbook. He then pulled the book
across his desk. Thelorce measurer reading as the book moved along was 9 newtons:.,..
What is the name of the force he was Measuring?

03-Core-23A the amount of input work 'done' on a system always greater than the useful
output Nork? :



When a drag racer leaves the Starting line, its wheels spin vigorously and. get hdt. What
force causes the tires to get hot? 4

03-Core-24A

Think of an empty garbage-can being dragged across, a concrete drive. What would
ha-ppen to ih.e.:ainount of friction kf the can were filled with garbage?

03-Core-25A

Mr. Smith wanted to determinel.whictrkind of grai* grew best on his farm. He divided 03-Core-26A
the farm into four sections, 1, 2, 3, .and 4. He put a different kind af seed in each
section..Fle also itanted to test whether.tertkzer. A or B was better for his soil. He
put A on sections I ahd 3 and EV on seetions 2.and/4.0What is. Wrong with Mr. Smith's
experiment?

Jack did an activity iu which he studied the bouncing of objects. He dropped two 03-Core-27A
sinkers at the same time from shoulder height. One hit the floor; the other landed
on a pile of three books.

Name a variable that is unchanged in both cases:.,
2. Name a variable that changes in the two cases.

A car tire manufacturer wants to know which of three kinds of cord material
Steel, fiberglass, or-nylon will help his tires give the best mileage.

1. .What variable will he vary on,purpose in his experiment?
2. After the manufacturer has ma dt. the changes proNsed in part 1, what
variable does he study.the 'changes in?

03-Core-28A

A racing car owner,wants to know which fuql 'will give his ear the most speed. Natul.
rally he will make the tests driving his own car. Name tWo other factors that he must
keep unchanged if his trials are tO.be useful.

03-Core-29A

In The pulley arrangement shown in, the diagram below, the Mass and the pulley to-
gether weigh I eft N and will be lifted 10 cm. .Read the sentences which follOw. Se.
lect the one quantity in parentheses which best completes each sentence, and record
your answers.

. To raise the mass and pulley 10 cm,
the force would have to move .(5, 1.0,
20) cm.
2. The amount of force required to
raise the combined weight of I 0 N of
the mass and the pulley- by pulling on
the rope would be about (5, 10, 20)
newtons.

03-Exc 9-1A
.

,3P



03-Exc 10-1A
,

xcur'sidn 10, 'you worked with`pulley systems.using 'movable and fixed pulleys.
1 . In movable pulley systems, how_does the input work required to lift an
object compare with the. optput work done on the Object?
2. What is dip main benefit of using movable pulleys to lift objects?

-
. .

03-Exc11t1A

1P!.

Two mot Iried to load a.roll af news rini onto a truck. They wed tO Use Oen-foot
long plank as an inclined plane. The n't have enough force to roll the newsprint,

up the incline.
. 1. If the men got a twenty-fOot long plank'for an inZline, would the for,ce re-

quired to roll the:hewsprint-onta the thick be'decreased, increased, or not
, , ,

chanted?., . . .- #
2. Why is this the case when.a longer plank is Used? . it

03-Esc 12-1A
. .

Mrs. qnes holds a seesaw While Johnny, Who weighs 500 N, climbs on the right end
3 meters from the pivot.- After his sister Alice, who weighs 450, gets on the other
end at 4 ineters,.Mys. lones lets go.

I. Will tthe grealLmoment then cause, the seesaw to turn, ejockwise ar
counterclockwiselre - -

2. What is-the amount of differeince between .the moments?

o

1

4.

03-,Exc 13-1A
SI

Find k,lie aver4ge to one decimal Place for each set of numbers. Show your work.
1. 1.1/4., 31/2, 2%
2. 21/2, 3.1/4, 2% \_



V.

4.

The wcod block shown below is 'dragged three times Over a table.' Each time a-
different sprface, A, B, or Ci-is on the table. Whith statement below best describes
the result? The force of friction

.* 'a. will be greatest on sUrface C because it 1-ias the largest area.
b. wilrbe gteatest on surface A because there is more weight oh it.
c. will be- the smallest on sitrface e because there is 'less .weight 'per square
inch' on it, :;

d. will be the same on all simfaces because the total *kilt acting' on the
'surface is the.sanieffor A, B,and C.

("t

2

ei

- 401

03-Exc 14-1A
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Imagine that a*spring is squeezed or a rubber band is stretched. What kind of energy
is given- to the spriug or the rubber band?, &teethe:best answer below.

a. motion energy(
b. potential energy
c. gravitational energy
d. frictional, energy

I

04-Core-1A

Charged batteries, gasoline, and sinkers hanging 'on a String have potential energy. . 04-Core-2A
What is meant by.potentiol energy as,used -in that sentence?

, The spinigig is. lifted off 'the track at 5 and set back onto the track at 6. Record the
letters of any meáitirements Ou would use to calCulate the change in the potential
energy of the spinigig. . , . Nt.

a. Weight of the spinigig in newtons
b. Weight of the spinigig track in newtons
c. Height 3 in meters
d. Height 2 above floor
e. Distance 4 up the track

f . v

a

.

'04-COre-3A

A tnp-haituner IS used to drilie steel fence 'posts into the ground. hr different ,

size hammers are raised fo different hpigbts above the tops of three posts. Calculate
the potential energy of each hammer'before it is dropped. Show yOur calculation's
and answers on .your.paper.

Post Size

,

'Weight of Hammer.
(in newtons)

, Height above Post
(in itiet&s).,..

t Small . .

..

,

28.5
.

.
0.8

.

.2. Medium . 53.6 1.4

3. Large 75.0- . 2 0, . . , **A

04-Core4A

2.8



04,Core-5A 1. If you lift a concrete block off the ground to the top of a wall, do you
give it energy?
2. if so, what kind of energy do you give it? If not, why don,It you give it

'energy?

r.

's

04-Core-6 What is a. Metric unit used in ISCS fot measuring potential energy due to gravity?
1

04-Core-IA Your instructor has suspended an object, labeled 04-Core-7A, above the fl r. Use
your force measurer and.a meterstick to find its potential energy. Show yOur meas-

.,

,

dements and calculations.

'04-Core:8A Look at the diagram below. The finger pushing down on-the ruler lifts the 0.5 kg
mass.

1. Name the component doing the knput work.
2. Name the component receiving tlp output work.

:

n

.04-Core-9A
Mk

, Write in your Own words wha(input work is.
olo

04-Corel OA. Seleet the phrase thiat completes thp following sentence. In a system, the obje'a that
does work on something else is called the

, a. energy supplier. ',/ ...

, b. 'input Work. ~

c. output work, , , A

d. energy receiver, t
;. 4

1. ) 1

04-Core- '1 A Select t.W phrase that..completes the following sentence. hi -a systetn,.the'object
tbat has work done4)ii it by something elSe is called the

input woork.
b; otnput,work.
,c. energyeeceiver.

energy supplier. t

tv

n
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State a way in Which you can tell if an object has Motion eneegy. You may .use an
example it' you wish.

04-Core-12A

Set in the roller bearing blocks you have.. a 4-disk spinigig with a string wrapped
around its axle. Attache'd to the string is onesinker that can fall 1 meter and cause
the spinigig to spin. What ;effect would adding more sinkers have on the spinigig's
speed of rdtation?

0

04-Core-13A

Suppose your spinigig turns 5- times in 10 seconds. What is its speed in turns per 04-Core-14A
second? Show your calculations on ytwr papei.

.1

What. does the curved line on the grid fell-you about the fish population in the lake?
(HUM liow does the change in the fish population between the 5th and 6th years
compare With ihe change between .the.lst and 2nd years?)

1

6

F.

04-Core-15A .

0 1. 2

YEARS
3 4 5 6 7

Natne the unit used to* report the speed of a'spinning object sucka a spinigig. 04-COre-16k

Get some graph paper,.draw a pair of axes, and label them as sh0Wn below. Use, your
gri(i ana the table below to plot socket speed aliainst fuel "used. Draw a best-fit line
fqr the plotted points.

Rocket Speed Per MI of Fuel

Speed
.sec) ii

2
4
6'
8

10
12

( 14
16'
8'

Fuel
(inlisec)

13:
18

22
25

26
28
29
30

48
44

o

3362

wc). 28

n 24
-Jw 20
u- 16

al 12

0 ,80
cc 4

04-Core-17A

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
ROCKET SPEED (m/sec,)

,
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04-Core718A What two &flings does the best-fit curyed line on the grid below tell yoq about the
magnet?

0

.E

. .

_

li

.
,o

..

.

.

' a
,

-

.0

4 .

X ,

. .
-

.

_ __ ..

4 .

4

DISTANCE (in cm)

or.

04-Core-19A A spinigig with 2 disks and a string wrapped around-its lode is',set into the miller
skate wheels and placedoin the traCk. Attiched to the sfring is one sinker:that can -
fall one meter and cause. the spinigig to spin. What effect would increasing the nUm-
,ber of disks on the spinigig have on its speed o rotation2 \

04-Core-20A Define mass. jHint: Consider how it is used in the following sentence.) Debbie
-tompared the.mass of the sinkersowith the mass of The golf ball and found they were

egual.

. 04-C9re-21A A -tow ,truCk's winch lifted a car from the road. The 'Car gained potential energy.
, What kind of energy didthe -winch:apply to the t;ir?

, . _ _

04-Core-22A

.01

I. What kind of energy does a large rock have when it iS held, twenty feet
above the ground by a rope?
2. If the- rope Es cut and the rock falls, its, enefgy changes. What .kind of
energy is it.changed to?
3. What force acts upon the rock to change the energy after the rope is cut?

0



Look at the diagratE below. A steel ball is tropped .on roalcs to crush them. The
. ball.is lifted to a height of ten feet above the rocks by a man using a pulley,

I. Name the supplier of inRut energy to the'system,
2. Name the receiver of output energy .from the system.

'

A.

04-Core43A

I.

When your hand moves, it has energgy. It can bctt oh, a bongo drum:: How could,.
you measure the energy Of a tnbving hand as it Strikes the drum?

-13Ore-24A

The force required to slide a brick on the sidewalk is 3.5 newtons. Bob threw a., 1 .. -04Core-26A
\ baseball at the brick and caused the brick to slide 2.0 meters. : If,all the motion, ,.

energy of the baseball was given to the brick, how much motion energy..did the
baweball have?

11 N

T . ..

. .1(
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404-Core-26A

a

In the drawings below, arrows correctly show the directio spinigigs
are moving. Howeyer, some of the labelsare incorrect. Li t the number of each of
the incorrect labels. .

4

; 1 . 3 4

. Energy receiVei, Energy supplies Energy receiver Energy receiver Energy supplier
t.

Energy supplier

6

Energy receiver

7.
Energy supplier

Energy suppliei.

9

Energy receiver

10

04-Exc 15-1A lo is the moon of the planet. Jupitsr. It islarger limn earth's. moon. The force of
gravity on a '1 kg mass on lo is about..I.78 -neirkons." On'earth,:it is abOut 9.8 new7
tons..

I. If a golf ball, were taken from. the earth to lo, would its mass change?
2. What would happen to its weight?
3. How did you know the answers to give?

04-Exc 15-2A One of the astronauts took a golf ball to the moon.
I. Did the mass of the golf ball change durhig the trip? .

2. Whot have you learned about inass that suppoils your anSwer?



Answer. both .1 and 2 below:: by seleoting the letter that best completes the sentence
in:each taw,

'1: Excursion 16, "Forerunners of Space Travel," tells how eleven men .who,
/ lived from 400 B.C. tO 1725' A.1). developed ,ideas about astrOnom'Y.:T'one

did wasthing that all of these men.
a. invent instruments tO measure or observe with.
b. contribute new ideas.
c. make .maps of the earth or planets.
d: build Kwkets or spaceships. .-

114.2. Newton said, "If.1 have seen further than other men, it is becanie I have
stood on the Shoulders qf giants:" lie meant that

a. he was a very modest man' and didn't want ,

b. he was shOrt himself but cOultd see farther sOrneone held him up.
c. he had the advant'age of others' ideas and'could improve and adyalice .

there t
-

d. he could explain ,the gr'avity that holds.stars in galaxieS' becanse the,
others couldn't see outside the solar system.

Q4Exc "16-1A

Each or-the folloiving four statements .describes a relationship- between the variables
age and weight. 'Beside the number of eachstatement, record the letter of the graph
below which. shows the same relationship.' .

1. As age increases, weight increases at a constant rate.
2. As ageincreaseA, weight dec-reases at a changing rate.
3. As age increases, weight decreases at a constant rate.
4. As age increases, weight increases at a changing rate:

Graph a
. 41

1 0 /

w /
3 */

0 //
I.I

/
.

/

/

//
//

' 0 AG E

Graph c

10 \
%

NI N .

T , %
(.7 N

LI
' N

X

AG E

*,

. Graph b
10

I
(.0

Ui

0 AGE 10

Graph

10 - -**

/
/-

. CD

10

/

AG e 10

.

04-Exe 17-1A
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OCExc 113-1A

Graph a
10

-

After ,the number of each of the f011owing four stateMents, write the letter crthe
giaph that ilIUstrates the:relationship described in the statement,' You may uie the.,
letter of a graph more than once.

. ly When weight% increasei:at a constant iate, speed decTeasps at a, 'constant.
-rate.
2. When w'eight increase§ at a constant irate, speed is-nat. changed.
3. When weight decreases at a constant rate, speed inCreases at a constant
rate.
4. When weight increases: at a constant rate, speed increases at.a constant
rate.

Ss.

WEIGHT 10

Graph b

if

WEIGHT

4.

't.

Graph c
1 0

11J

11J

a.
.v)

1 0 0

C.

WEIGHT 10

04Exc 19,1A A beach' ball :Wilh.-water in it' has a mass of 15 kg. It has been tossedat a speed of 3
meters per second and is traveling toward you.: At the same time a 2 kg ekerciSe ball
is thrown- towed you -at 15: meters Per secOnd'speed. Use tfie formulaKE = y2ms2

to answer the following questions. YoUr answers will be in newton.meters.
1. What is the difference in the energy of the two .moving objects? Show
your calculations.
2. Which ball.would be more difficult to stop?

/
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(1. .

A

.-:

When a rubber band has bee , what kind of etiergy cjoes it have?

, , , . ,

Trial I ; Trial 2

Average of force of blade ,8...7..1%1 .; .;.7.4.14

Disttnce blade tipmoved 0.0 fq.m . ,0,046 m

Work done on.cart , 0.141 N.m. ,.'...4.32,11N.m

Brent used his force nieasurer as the input, work supplier to his water-clock cart.
When he reviewed his data,, he noticed that in Trial .1 he had Used a larger force than
in Trial '2... But he Itad done less work on the cart. Could this be true? Expfain your

iiswer.`.
.

,% ,r
,

05,Care-2A.

.

iOhn brought a toy .cannon to elassHe found it took 1,5 newtons of fOrce to start .05-Core-3A
to compress the spring in the cannon, and the force hadto be increased ,to 63
newtohs to compress the spring.&)mpletely. The distance:the front of,:thesSpring
moves when released is 0..06 m. What is the'potentialenergy of the spring when'

- fully compressed?

Give an operational definition of kinetic' gnergy.' 05-Core-4A

A. motor i connected to a battery.. 1-1Ow can you tell if thed motor has kinettc " 06,Cor?-§A
, I

energy? .

ga
,

. What would you do to measure the amount of kinetic energy a moving cart-has? 05-Core-BA

Study the diagram below. Jean' pulled the blade of her force measurer all the WAY

back to position E and released it. .

I. Identify by letter the position at which the potential energy of the blade
was the greatest.
2. Identify 'by letter the position at which the kinetic (motion) energy of
the blade was the greatest.,

05-Core-7A

/:

.,
. .. 3 6 .

a

k`. I .
'

1.
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05-cpre-13A An object.at X Weighs,3.7 N: Aie'Cond'objeet'at Z weighs 5.8 N. . :,
. .

1. WhtChtof the following states'the dIrectiiiirbf movement:, 3C. 0 Y or i
to Y'P,', . ' . ... - ; ',.. . , . ...., . .. . .

. 2. Which of the follbwing correctly .states" the:amount of forde 'aC.ting to
-produee the motión: '9.5 N, 2.1 N, dr-2145 N?:... ,

' Y

1

,

-

05-Core-9A
,

Look at the record below of the movement a a water-clock cart. T1srecord Was
made by a-m.oving cart Which-dropped a drop-Of Water eveiy .twO secon s,

1. List theletters between which.:the cares speed iSIncreasing.
-2. List the tetters;between Which thccares spee4c1 is decreasing.
3. List theletters. between which the cir41,speed is constant,..:

C 11

X .X

lb, 210 40 5 610 '0 100 .140

DISTANCE (in cm'i

05-Core-10A Suppose yOu put a ball on an inclined Plane. and release it without pushing it. What,
force causes theball to r611 down the incline? 1

05,Core-11A What force -causes a marble rolling across the floor to slow down and _ sto0

os-coie-.12A An eiecttic motor is an energy, converter in which 'electrical energy is changed to
useful output kinetic energy. When the output mechahiCal energy is measured, how-

,

ever; it is always less than the input electrical energy. What force is responsible for
this decrease?. (

,
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al. Write the letter of the best 'etibide tO complete the following-sentence.
When 84 newtoivmetergof input work is kik by .a horse:on a treadmill, the-
treadmill might do .

a,. .81.5 newtOpmeters of Output work,.
. b. .84 newtOn.meterSof output,work.,.
c. 88,5 newtonmeters of output Work,

2. Write the letter of theseason for your choice:
. a. Because the horse doesn't waste any energy
,,. b. Because tht treadmill /sues work, as &Machine does

c. Because ina SYstem input woiik is always ,greater than btitput work.

WCore43A .

.

:

,

Choose the correct word, to complete the following sentence. "Hot-rod" Saxon
'alwaySspins the wheels of his Coryette when he takes off'from.the schobl parking .

lot. This causes the temperature of the tires. tO.(increase, decrease; stay- the satte),
)0, ,

05-Coni-14A

:Energy occurs in,many forms, List six of these fOrits. 05:Core-15A...*::-1

Think 'Of the changes in energy that pccurfn -the following,situation. A-Vox
' 1. is.,lifted from the floo,r,. , ,.

2. reaches its maximtnu height-of .2 in'and stope,"
falls, and :1

4. isiabout to strike the floor.
For each numbered`step aboye? Klect two things from-the table .berOw thp letter
(a, b, c, or d) of the please which describes the potential energy of the box atithat ;

moment and the letter (w, x, y, Or.,z) of the phrase, I,Vhich describes the.kinetie...
energy of the box at the samemoment..

C.

.
,

Potential Energy Jo
.

Kinetic Energy

a. 'gains potential energ
b. lose's potential energy
c. lowest potential energy

-4:- 'greatest potential energy'

,

-w gains 14ineic energy
. x: receives inpu.of kinetic energy

y. no kinetic-energy
z; gréatestkinetic energy ' .....

,

Descilbe how yOu dan tell if light ene is present in some way besides seeing the
light or an object which the light illumin tei:. Also state Whatwou Would need to do -

to in*sure the amount or intensity of the

05-Cpre-17A

S.

. .

6 .

Stephanie agreed that light could light up thi s and 04e them visible. She said
light couldn't do work, though, and that ,ther ore it is'n't energy: Prove that
Stephanie is Wrone Nathe an instrument whiCh hoWs-; that light is a form of
'energy. Tell how the instrument shows that work is b g done.

r

05"-Core-VA

4.



05-Core-19A

:,..

)-

a.:

,Get a, palm glass, and tilt it until all the likiuid is iti?one of the bulbs flokl the full
. bulb gently in your hand;ai Shown rn the pieture below. S* sure the cross tube is ,

k

beroW the bulbS and- the empty bulb is tOgher. Choose the correct-"answer beloW.,
What causes the Iujuid tomove toward thelotherbulb?

a. _Heat energy
b: tight,energy
c. 'Pressure

. d. Gravity;" .

. 05-Core41 .

1. \

- 1

CAUTION: HOLD GENTLY

Give. twb-,exainples-.whiclii._show -that electrical energy; can be -,changed. into kinetic
.energy.;

.1 .

,
Read tile f011owing story. While .working On Chapter. I 0; Johnnie put-nails:into,holes,
.1 ',and 3 of the force measurer and pushed the cart back until the blade touched the

,..,n4i1 in hole .3'. (You may; look-at a .force measurer if you.wish.) Then he obseried
.-. .

the following things. : ,

1. The blade went forward (from hole 3 to,hole.,1.y;-Ptishing the cart.
2. The cart lifted t.he sinkers. t ', . -:. .

His partner itopPed the cart, but it slipped...
3. -The -sinkerS fell.

,, .

.4. The cart slarmned into the tilade and pushed it back from hole 1.. ,

5. The Cart-wentfOrward, raising the sinkers.
6...The sihkers lay flat on the flobt .....''' ,-.:,

Beside. the number .of each Step, write P-ICif .potential energy is..sbeing changed , to:

kinetiC energy 'and K-P if kinetic energy is being chatiged,ta pot6tiat ene:rgy>,Writ ..

'AN if theie, is no change in the form of energy.".

05-Core,22A Write the letters -of ail the statement that identify characteristics of energy. -Energy;
'can

.

a. be converted from one form to another.
b. be measured by speed times distance.
.c. be destroyed. .

d. exist in more"than one form.
e. be transferred from one syStem to an6ther.

i 7
..-

4

.
.4 . .. ,

3,9



Examine the diagram below. ( .

1. 'State tfie.form.orformspf input energy shoWn ini.the diagram-.
2. State the form orforms of output energy shown,in the diair

05-Core-23A.

I.

.
p.

,-... - In your home, there are many things which convert one form of energy into incitheu = ' IX-Core-24A
- 1 : .List 'three such energy conVerterS found in,your home..

. .
.2. St4te the fomvot the input and the output,energy .for each. For ekample,' .

'. light hullli input enefiy. .electrical; output energy' . heat and light.
A \

*
I/ 1

A water. clock .drips 37 'drops in 18 seconds.- The water-clock cart leaves a trail or
vJ'ater.drops 3 cm aPart. What isthe speed .of the cart in Centimeters pex second?

05-Exc 20-1A .
. .

. . Pepito, an ISCS student,. 'noticed An ant walking around the circumference of a
spinigig disk Which hung in .the rack...- The .tiMer was going, so he thped the.ant.
It took 14 seconds for each trip around. How far did the nt walk ih otac'trip? At
what spe$d was it moving? .You.may get a spinigig, 50 cm of' string,'and a meterstick
to"..inajo, whatever measurements: you need. Show your measurements and your cal-
ci.ilations. Report your answer in centimeters.petseCond.

. . .

057Exc 21-'1A

The following things are .known.about a xocket.
!It has a mass.of 1,800 masS units.

b. It has a thrust pf 750,000 'lbs.
c....It has i speed Of 17,500 miles per hour.
d.. Ithasan acceleration 010:to 7,000'mph in 4.5 sec:

Write theletter of each variable needecl to calculate the rocket's momentum.
,

05,Exc 22-1A

0

1 o
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I I

t t e9uipmen4 sttn in the diagram below is all.in good wo'rking order. .

1l the bulb light?
WhY'do you believe the ulb will or will not light.?

Bulb
A .

06-Core-1A

'Get the 'bottle 'of ,blue solution labeled 04Core-2. This is the same as the solution 06-Core-2A
you used in Chapter 12. Which material in theSe soluqons was responsible for the

41. reddish-brown coating on the carbOn rod'? 0 .

.4 a, Water.
b., Copper

.
..

: c. Sylfate .
I

d. Oxygen

The carbon rod in box 06-Core-3. was coated with a substance 41uting the activities 06-Core-3A
done in Chapter 12. Name the material that coats the, carbon rod.

A' car battery is properly ponnected to, an electric battpry charger. Choose ,the letter
:the-sentisace below which deseribes the energy conversion that takes place within

the battery- during charging.
a. Electrical energy is changed into kineti i. energy.
b. Chemicalfnergy is changed into electrical energy.
c. Light energy is changed into heat energy:

. d. Electricalenergy is changed into chemical energy.

06-Core4A

In What form, is energy stored in abattery?
;

06-Core-5A

1'. What happens inside a rechargeable automobile battery when it is being:
charged?.
2, When it discharges to the automobile, what happen§ inside the battery?

Ir

06-Core-6A

- Luis has a battery, 2 bulbs, and 3, test leak, What must he do to make a complete 06.Core-7A.
electrical circuit? You may use a diagrthn as part of your answer.

J

A-1 -14

,
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4.

06-Core-BA Go get 1 charg d flashlight battery,' 2 bulbs and sockets, and 3 test leads. Ustng
these materials, connpct the two bu4bs in a series circuit. Show your teacher what
you have done: .

06-Core-9A : Diagram a circuit that shows a swit*kra battery, a motor, and two light bulbs con-
. 'Added in series.

06-Core-10A For each of the following statement-s, tell whether Ike electrical devices mentioned
are wired in parallel or in series with each other. .Write series or parallel on your
answer sheet next to the number for,each-statement.

1. Suppose a fuse (circuit breaker) ima house is removed and that causes the
teleyision set in the living room to go off. How are the fuse (circuit breaker)
and the television wired?
2. A toaster and a light are both plugged into the receptacles of a wall outlet.
The toast pops up, and the toaSter shuts off: But the light remains Om How

. are the toaster and the light wired?
3. Suppose you wish to roast meat in an elect* oyeo. You set thepelectric
timer on yqur oven for two hours. At the end Of two hours, the timer rings
and shuts off. The oven also shuts off. How are the timer and the oven
wired?

06-Core-11A Diagram .aocireuit containing a battery, a mOtor, and two bulbs wired in Parallel.

06-Core-12A

:

Get the following: 1,charged "D" size battery, 3 bulbs and sockets, and 6 test leads.
Using these materials, connect the three bulbs in a parallel circuit. Show your
teacher what you have done.

06-Core-13A Look at the circuit diagramed below; Suppose one more bulb is added in series with
the circtfit. How would this affect the amount of electrical energy the motor and
the other bulbs receive?

-pp

Motor Bulb

" 4 2
08



The amount of current flowing in the cikuit diagramed below can be reauced in
several ways. State one way in which' the current can be reduced but not Stopped.

I6-Core-14A

6

Each diagram below represents either a series 6.c-a parallel circuit. On your paper,
beside the number of each diagram, name the type of circuit it shows.

Battery Switch
Diarm 1

Battery Switch

Diagram 3

S.

3-Core-15A

ty.

Battery Switch

Diagram 4

.46L4



06-Core-16A When electricity is passed through a resistor, the temperature of the resistor/rises.
What causes this?

06-Core-17A

I

uppose that a ompass with its magnetic nee* is plated under the wi of n elec-
trical circuit,c shown below. lithat will hippen when the switch is clos

Battery
(top view)

06-Core-18A How does changing the number of loops in a coil of wire affect its magnetic
strength?

06-Core-19A Record the letter of each statement below which identifies a characteristic of energy.
energy can

a. be measured by speed multiplied by distance.
b. be destroyed.
c: exist in more than one.form.
d. be transferred from one system to another.

06-Exc 23-1A This battery, as it is pictured, will not produce enough electricity to light a bulb.
Write the letter of any change listed below which would -let the,battery produce
more electrical energy.

a. Using strips made of different metals
b. Using a beaker rather than a b4ttery jar
c. Using a different solution , such as copper sulfate
d. Using a cardboard divider

74

Ammonium chloride solution



Chemical energy can be stored and then changed.to other forms. Write the letters of
any sentences below in Nhich it is possible to say that the stored chemical energy is

changing to other forms.
- a. The brown coating on the lead strip in your 1SCS battery chilypealred

when electricity Was produced.
b. The zinc metal strip turned copper-colored when placed in copper sUlfato
solutionand the solution got hot.
c. The -addition of glycerine to potassium permanganate produced light,

None of those are correct.

06-Exc 24-1A

C.)

Nick measures the weight of a beaker, using a balance like you use in your ISCS
course. He sets a weight of 25.0 g. Next he measures the Same beaker using a more
precise balance a centigram, or triple beam balance, as it is sometimes called. ,fle
gets a weight of 24.98, g. Finally he uses an electriCal balance, which gives him a
weight of 24.9/6 g. Nick sayS now he knows that the 25.0 g weight he recorded
earlier is in error and that the weight of the beaker is exactly24976 g.

I . Do you agree or disagree with Nick?
2. Why?

06-Exc 251A

,

Luis plotled points for data he collected using a spinigig. The points were located 'as
shown on the grid below. "Get grid paper ,from your teacher. Labet the axis, and
plot the points as shown below. Then draiv the best-fit line for the points.
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06-Exc 261A
. -

The electrical outlets in Iggy's house are wired in parallel. Write the letter of-the
sentence below that explains what that means. "'"_ .

. a. The circuit contains more light bulbs Chan if it had been wired in series.
. b. The TV, stove, and stereo will work whether or not they are switched

on.
c. If the TV is'switched off, the fan also stews running.
.d. The electricity can flow through the cireuits in any one of several paths.
e. All of the above, arecorrect.

,... 06-Exc 27-1A' Thd 'following diagram shows a copper vfire-passing through a piece of cardboard on
which several compasses have been-Pliced. On your answer sheet, trace the card-
board and compasses. Then, use arrows to shom the direction the compass needles

,.

will point when the switch is closed and electricity is passing through the wire.



Select the answer which is not true of a scientific model.
a. It explains observations.
b. It is an experimental observation.
c. It may in sorne cases be represented by a physical object or a sketch.
d. It is useful. . A

07-Core-lA

Select the best answer. Scientific .models come into existence by being
a. discovered in nature; using teleseopes..
b. found among data and pieced together.
c. extracted from nattire, using microscopes.
d. thought up by men, using ther observations.

State two things a good scientific model does. 07-Core-3A

Select the statement below which best fits your understanding of the models that
scientists use. A scientific model

a. 'provides correct answers to all scientific questions.
b. desciibes what actually happens in nature and therefore is correet.

-c. is no.t used because it is correct, but .because it- is useful in explaining
observations and predicting other observations.
d. cannot be shown to be incorrect.

I

07-Core-4A

The ISCS model for electricity uses the idea bf the electroparticle. "List three 07-Core-5A
characteristics that are.assumed to' be true of the 1SCS electroparticle.

The diagram below shows an ISCS battery charger and an 1SCS battery. On your 07-Core-GA

answer sheet,- describe- the path through the trattery-battery charger circuit that we
assume electropartieles follow. Tell what .happens to the electroparticles at each
step.

High energy terminal Low energy terminal

-\
Operating battery charger

Can scientists develop more than on model which can be.used to explain light? If 07-Core-7A

not, why not? If so, how ould a s4entist decide which model to use?

4 7 z



07-Core-8A Using the electroparticle mo'del, describe the process of chatting a-battery....

07-Core-9A When a charged battery is connected to a light bulb and N. circuit is complifte, the
bulb lights. , Using the ISCS'electropartiele model, explainl how the energy travels
through the circuit and how it makes the bulb light.

07-Core-10A Tell what happens at the poles (terminals) f a..battery when there is a complete
circuit' to a motor. ExPlain your answer in s'of the ISCS.electroparticle model,er

-07-Core-11A Use the electroparticle model to expl n what haimens to the current flow in.a cir-
cuit when a resistor is added.

07:Core- 12A A circuit contains a charged battery, an electric mot r, and a resistOr. Which factor
in the list below determineshow.many electroparticle will pass through the resistor
in two minutes if the battery has a good charge?

a. The charge ot the battery
b: The size of the electric motor
c. The. size of the electroparticles
d. The energy of each electroparacle

07-Core-13A List three things about the flow of electricity thr6ugh a circuit that are not explained
by .the ISCS electropArticje model..

07-COre-14A When you use an ammeter to measure the current received y a circuit, you must
connect it in series with the circuit. Why?

07-C ore-15A
;

Study the diagrami bltlow to determine how theelectricity'rne..surer is conndtted in
the circuit. When t is connected in this manner, what does it measure?.

.#

b

S.
bs

. 0



Select the best answer beloW. Accepted univ of measurement cOine itito existence
when'they are ,,

a. found y.experience.
,

-
. e

.c. set by nature...
d. experimentally discovered by scientists.

07-Core-16A

, One way to describe electriCity is to Use the.electroparticle model. Uting this model,
describe the process Of charging a battery.

.

07-Core-17A

Name the standard uniffOr measuring electrical current. \07-Core-18A

What is the standard unit for measAring electrical energy carried by an electroparticle? 07-Core-19A

Carefully study the setup your" teacher has assembled in box 07-Core-20. As it is
set up, it is an ammeter. Change it into a voltmeter. Show your setup to your teach-.

er.

07-Core-20A

Get an ISCS 'electricity measurer kit, four D batteries in holders, five test leads, and
a blank tongue depressor mounted on a 1/2 kg mash with rubber bands. Using these
materials, make a voltmeter scale for the electricity measpor.

A

07-Core-21A

.

I. Construct circuit A. CIZithe switch and measure the current flow, and
report your measurements.' Show your' ammeter hookup to your teacher.
2. Then . hook up circuit B. Close the switch and measure and .repOrt the
total current flowing in the circuit., Again show your hookup to your teacher.

4

07-Core-22A

Battew Switch

Cir it A

1

Battery

'9

Switch

Circuit B

I.
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. 07-Core-23A John connects an' .eleetrieity. Measurer, closes the' iWitch, and iheliointer movies

. . downward on the scale, as shown 'in the diagram. below. What can he do to cautie
the pointer to deflect upward on the scale?- .

,.

07-Core-24A How will adding one more bulb in series in this circuit affect the amount of electrical
energy each of the other bulbs receives?

t.

'Switch

/
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'1.

A.:stoppered .bottle With a. Message inside has been 'ilitOwn into a calm sea' by a 07-Exc 28::iA

, prisoner bn-a pirate 'ship. The captain 'sees the- bottle and tries-to:shoot itwith the , ,

ship's cannon.. All he..does is ,make, waVes with the cannon'balls. The wAres pass -.
...

:under the . floating bottle.. WhiCh et.f: 'the. following statements best describes the
motion of the bottle in the water?. . :

.,

a. Away from.the'ship
b. Towards- the ship.. , .

< .

. ., ... ... .. .
.... C:.,.t1p At14,41Q.Mait141.03,113(44qW1.0e,tww .. ,, ..;,.... ,..,.._ . . ,, .i

d. Impossi6ie to answer Unless yoti-kliOW if the WifeS' aii*iiioviiii aaiaY tatil
or toward the ship

Place 42 inches pf water in a water trough, and put a small cork in the middle of it.
With a pencil, .slowly tap the surface of th0 water at one end of the pan,creating a
series .of waves. Does the Ork-water system move horizontaify towards or away
from the wave.source, or doesn't the system move horizontally gall? What,if any-
thing, travelsicross the water's surface?

07-Exc 28-2A .

Read the following story. Assume that both persons are stating cOrrect facts. Zack
Zap is training people.to operate light shows. He explains the theory of series cit.-
cuiis, using the electroparticle Model of eleCtricity. This model is fairly simple and'
explains all the obgervations his students will make. One of his students brings in a
new book which explains series circuits, using the new, but complicated, electron
Model tot:electricity. Would the student be right to say that because the electro-

_

particle model is incomplete, it is wrong and should never be used? Explain your
answer.

07-Exc 28-3A

Select the best answer below. The gravitron, a particle of: gravity, is a.model prb-
posed to explain gravity. Most scientists will accept the gravitron model

a. if forces other than gravity can also be explained in terms of gravitrons.
b. if thinking about gravity as tiny Particles is useful in ex'plaining gravity.
e. if a law is passed that gravity can only exist if it is in the tiny particles
,described in the model.
.d. only if gravitrons are seen in experiments.

07-Exc 29-1A-

Suppose that in 1970 nearlY all scientists accepted the wave model for heat... This 07-Exc 29-2A

would mean that-
a. they had direct proof that heat traveled in waves.
b. at least a few scientists had observed heat traveling as waVes.
c: thinking about heat as though it traveled in waves explained the observa-
tions made'to that date.
.d...heat had the eXact properties ola water wave7'
c. no other model could tit the obServations makto date.

1/

51.
41'

r el'
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07-Core-294A Pretend that !wady all scientists accept the clectropartiele model Of e1efricity de-.
scribed in Excursion 29. Choose the entrY 6elow *which best describes èe oflhe

k. .things that acceptance' implies. .

'41k a. ScientiSts have seen electricity traveling is eleCtroparticles. \
b. The model mast be revised to incorporate any new observations
don'i agree with it.
c. No other model could fit the obServations made to date:
d: It answers all their questions about electricity.
e: None of theaboveare correct.

. .

07-Core-30-1A Two wires, A and 13, are positioned as in Diagram I. when the switches are 'open.
Diagrain 2 shows that iten the switches are closed, Wire4 A 'and 13 will attract each
other. Suppose that in Diagram 2 in the circuit 'containing wire A the electroparticles
come out of the battery thrbughterminal 1 and reenter the,battery through terminal
2.

1. Through which terminal in the circuit contaiiiing wire B do. the electro-
particles come out of the battery?
. Throtigh which terminal in the circuit containing wire B do the electro
particles go back into the battery?

Terminal 1 Terminal 2 Terminal 3 Terminal 4

1

Terminal 1 Terminal 2 Terminal 3 Terrninal 4

Diagram 2
JO

07-Exc 31-1A . Which of the following statements is the best description Of scientists?,
4

a. Scientists all exhibit behavior patterns likeAmpere's.
b. Scientists are completely different from other people.
c. Scientists' personalities vary like those of any other group of people:
d. Scientists are a group Dr people who were geniuses even as children.
e. Scientists.are so involved with their work that they do not have time to
be polite.

- I.
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A toy manufacturer wants to make, two battery-operated walkingdoll's which operate
on two ordinary batteries. He advertises one doll .as "Walking Wilma she walks
slowly, but she'll walk longer than any other doll you can-buy." He advertiSes the
other doll as "It-wining Rowena 'she runs short races faster than" any other doll
made today."

For each doll, state whether the doll's batteries should be connected in series or in
parallek Explain your choiCes, using the electroparticle model.

07-Exc 32-1A

Susie the Snoozing DOH' operates on two batteries connected in parallel. The motor
that operates her arms and the-motor that operates her legs as she stretches can be
thought of as two similar resistors. The_ manufacturer plans new, improved.Susie
who can move her head from side to side. This movement will require 'a third motor
(resistor). In addition, the mankifaclurer plans to add a third battery in parallel.. Will
a voltmeter reading taken on tbe new improved Stisie be more than, equal to, or lesS:
than a voltmeter reading taken on the older version of Susie? Fxplain your answer,
using the electroparticle model.

07-Exc 33:1A

Wanda the, Walking Doll Operates on two batteries ana motors connected'in'series.
The,motor that operates her arnis %and the motor that operates her legs can'be thought
of as two resistors. The ManufactUrer plans a new, imProved Wanda, who Can move
her head\ This movement will be a third motor the same as the other two. In
addition ti;the motor, the manufacturer plans to add a third battery in series. Will
an ammeter reading taken in' the new-, improved Warida be more than, equal to, or
less than ,an .anuneter reading taken in the older version of Wanda? Explain your
answer, using the electroparticle. model:

07-Exc 33-2A

a

,r

4.

7

it
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To. measUre the current flowing through a circuit, you must connect an ammeter in
series with the circuit rather than parallel to it: Use the eleOroparticle model to ex-
plain why.

087Core-1A

Suppose you need to measure the voltage available to a niotor in 4 circuit. How-
should the voltmeter be connected into the circuit? If you wish, you may use a

: diagrani as part of your answer.

44

. r.

08-Core-2A

Study the, circuit below. Describe how you cOuld detect and measure voltage at the
bulb when the switch is closed. Name any other piece of equipment you would
need. Tell whiCh letters on the diagram' show the places,where the equipment should
be connected.

-08-dore-3A

In the diagram below, the meters are correctly connected to measure current and-
voltage. Decide for yourself how each meter is connected and whether it is an
ammeteror a voltnieter. Then, record on your answer.sheet theiwords in parenthe-
ses that best complete the statements, below.

:00.7

ri 1

Switch

i3attery

0

Meter X bil
Meter Y

1. ,Meter/( is con.nected in (series, parallel) with the light bulb. Therefore,
Meter X is\(an ammeter; a voltmeter). ,:
2. 'Since Meter Y is connected in (series, parallel) with the light bulb, jt is
(an ammeteo, a voltmeter).

r

08-Core-4A.

. 4

,

4. 4,

I.
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8-Core-5A 410''.% light bulb teceivei 0.2.amperes and 6 volts for 10 seconds. Find the total electrical

energy received by the bulb. Show yo'uf work, and use the correct units.

08-Core-6A
#

Choose the correct answer below, . What is*the fonnula for calcitlating the total
elebtrical 'ener igy supplied rea given cirduit? Jay,

: . a. Volts plus amperes divided by bine ,.

b: Volts minus amperesiii)lus time I

C. Vol4 times amperes times time
d. Volts divided by amperes.times time

08-Core-7A

-'n%
0

Below is a diavam Of a complete circuit in wbici a bulb is lit. What thiee variables 6
Must you measure to determine the total amount of electrical energy that the bulb..
reeeives?

0

r7

Battery

le

. ^

.08-Cdre-8A Get the assernble-d circuit in box 08,-Core-8A, on electricity meosurer, a timer; volt-
, meter and ammeter scales, and two ttikt leads. Disconnecithe battery, charge it, and1;

.replace it in the circuit. Measure how much electrical energy is supplied to one of
. .

the bulbs.in the circuit in a fifteen-second period. Report your measureMents and
calculatiOns.

A.
08-Core-9A-- Dr..Blades sent his Stude ts to the Everglades to collect data about birds'. Jim and

Pot were to colfect data species ofebirds. Their observations are shown in the
. c

Student

. -

No. of
Birds

No. of
Nests

Eggs

per Nest
_ .

Food per Bird
No. ofBirds
in Flock.

Jim .

.
.

565 .

.

.300

.

2 to 4
#

.

. about I lb of
inseots per day

4 to 6

l'at -.' lots lots overage ,
_

lots of insects small

.For what two reasons do scientists prefer the kinds of observations Jim made?
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Electricity is used to do many things. From the list below; select only those,siltia-, 08,Core-10A
tions in which electrical energy does'work which you can actually observe.. Electrical
energy , .

a: heats a burner on an electric stove.
b. operates a mixer.
c. operatq a radio.
d. operates a fan.
e. operat& an electric lawn mower.

The diagtams below are of two electrical circuits labeled Circuits A and B. Get a
voltmeter and the materials to construct the circuits. After constructing the circuits
as shown, measure the voltage across each entire circuit. Record the voltage, and
show your settip to your teacher. Be sure your batiery is charged before you make

tyour nrsurements.

Switch

Battery

Circuit A

Battery Bulb

Switch

, Circuit B

08-Core-11A.

.1,

Circuits A and B are Shown below. Each contains one. ISCS battery and four resistors
. conNeted by test leads. However, Circuit A has more tOtal resistance to current
fiow than Circtiit B. All of the resistors in both circuits are the same. Why does
Circuit A have more total resistanee than Circuit B?

4

Circuit. A

08-Core-12A

AA

CirCuit 8

t,



08-Core-13A Circuit, A and Circuit B below both have identical components, but they are con-
nected differently. Select the phrases in parentheses which best complete the sen-

.

fences.
141_Circuit A, thk current flows through (each resistor by a separat9 path,

all resistors one after another).
2. In Circuit A, the total resistance to current flow is (less than, greater than)

,the current flow in Circuit B.

E
y'

Circuit A

4.,

Circuit B

08-Core-14A Operationally define battery -energy, using the equipment shoWn below. (Hint:
Remember that an operational definition answers two questionsu)

I.

Motor

0 0
0

0

J.72/1

Test lead

String

Sinkers



In the following problem, let.auart can§ of Oil stand for energy being suppl ed from
one location to another. Aftff the number of each question, write the lette of the
statement below whIch answers it best.

Imagine that a large number of quart cans of Number 30 motor oil are to be
removed from a warehouse and stacked in a.truck outside the warehouse.

1. Which part of the operation is most like an electroparticle?
. 2. Which part of the.operation.ismost like a volt?

3. Which part of the operation is most like an ampere?

a. The length of time .a person works
b. The number of cans a person can carry at one time
c: The number of persons available to move the cans

2, d. The quality of the oil
. Vie number of cans put on the truck per hou4

08-Exc 34-1A

Thc!re is a floor lamp next to Iggy's favorite reading chair. Record the letters of all
of the variables in the list below which affect the power received by the bulb when
it is turned on.

a. The voltage reading at tlie lamp is 126 volts.
b. The current flowing through the lampis one ampere.
c. The bulb releases 20 calories of heat ppr minute,.
d. The bulb is a soft-white bulb.
e. There are two other lighted100-watt bulbs in the room.
f. The bulb has just been turnet off after burning for two hours..

08-Exc 35-1A

Set up the circuit shown in the diagram. Be sure yo.0 use a freshly charged battery:
Then connect one electricity measurer as amammeter and the other as a voltmeter to
measure the current flow and Voltage of this circuit. Calculate the power of the cir-
cuit. Record yar answer, and shoW it' to your teacher before you dismantle your
setup.

11

I.

,

08-Exc 35-2A

"Ps
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,. 08-Exc,36-1A The wires in Tessie the Tumbling Doll area made pf the same thickness of copper.I

The resistance of the wire is 3 ohms when the Voltage is 9 volts and the current is
- 3 amps. (A, different model of Tessie is identical except that more batterie§.are

required,,, thus producing morv voltage 'and current. What would you expeci the
.resistance of the wire to be in this version of Tessie more than, equal to, or less
than 3 ohms? Explain your answer, using the electropartitle model.

08:Exc 37-1A ,Get the box labeled 08-Exc 37A. What will happen if the taped magnet is turned
so'that its taped end is away. from the coil? Explain your answer.

08-Exc 38-1A Phyllis the Physical Fitness Doll has a motor inside her which causes her to move her
arms up and down, lifting a weight. Describe what you Would need to know in Order

. to determine how Much work the toy'S rno.tor can dO in two.minutes.

4

08-Exc 39-1A
. .

In Excursion. 39, you were told: "You have learned about electrieity from activities
like the ones in the textbook without too much, trouble. ' It was the explorers who
had .a hard time." What helps have you .had that the explorers did not have which
makes your learning about (klectricity eagier than, theirs? You may refer to Excursion,
39 to answer the queStion.

.1;

1.

7



.Fill the air piston with water to the 2.0 cc mark. Then show the'air piston to your
teacher.

09-Core-1 A

, Box 09-Core-2 contains an air piston 'partly filled with a liquid'. Look at the air
piston, and record the volurne,of liquid in it.

7

'ro

09-Core-2A

. Which-of the following wilt resultirom hicreasing the temperature of water?
41. sThe volumt of the waterincreases.

. b. The mass-of the water changes.
sc. The water glows.
d. The water changes to iodine.

4.

'09-Core-3A

A company needs to design a device which will show very tiny changes in tempera-
ture and will have the teMperature parks,on the scale widely spaced. If you had to
build siich a device, what would yotruse for the expanding substance in it?

, a. earbon dioxide
b. Watet
c. Iron

,d.*Plastic

09-Core-4A

..
As'shown below, a Farirenheit and a Celsius thermometer scale have different num-
bers to indicate. the freezing point of .water. Lxplain why the freezing point can be
represented by two different numbers.

Freezing- point

09-COre-5A

Mrs. Collins went to the store to buy ti piece of rope.. She wanted 4,0 pinkies (40
little-ringer lengths) slf the. rope. A young clerk measured the rope with her pinkie.
When Mrs. Calling measured the rope, using her bwn pinkie, it measured only 38
pinkies. Feeling that she had.beet+ cheateq by the clerk who measured the type, she
went to the manager al the store and complained., .What is necessary to avoid sucill
confusion in the future?

09-Core-6A

a
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09-Core-7A What is the standard unit used by scientists and in ISCS for meas-uring tempeiature?

t_ 09-Cre-8A What happens to water When its temperature registers. 0°C and when its terniterature
registers I 00°C on the thermometer shown below?

".

o`.

4

09-Core-9A Get a beaker of water 4nd measure its temperature. Report the temperature to your
teacher.

09-Core-10A You have used a thermometer which contains a liquid in a tube. Describe how it
works.

. #.0

09-Core-1,1A Mrs. Pickens .couldn't get the lid off a pickle jar. She turned the jar upside down-
and lowered the lid. into a piut Of hot water.. Soon, she was able,to twist the lkl off
easily. Why did heating thehd ause it-ta loosen?

09-Core-12A Suppose that you have been given a sample of liquid water whose mass you know.
You have taken:its temperature before and after heating it. Write an operational
definition for the change in its heat content.

09-Core-VA How many calories are required to raise 25 grams of water from 20°C to. 30°C in
three minutes?

09-Core-14A 1, A 100 g sample of water was heated for ten minutes: The temperature was 25OC
higher after heating than before. What would the temperature change be if a 50 g
sample of water were heated undek the same conditions for ten minutes?

a. 12.50C
b. 25°C
c. -50°C
d. 7C



,

.What does a thermometer measure?
4i 09-Coree-15A.

Which of the following is a standard' unit for measuring heat?
a. temperature
b. degree
C. calorie.
d. Celsius

1.1

1

4

09-COre-16A

One motel for heat assumes that heat is a substance whickcan flow between objects ..
and whose quantity determines .the temperature of objects. 'What are two obsetirable
properties of heat that support this heat-substance model?

.09-Core-17A

The d'agram shows that the level of water in the test tube was at B before the test
tube was heated in the beaker of water. After heating, the water in the tube rose to
level A. The heat-substance model can explain "this. From the following list, select
the letters of the four statements which support the heat-substance ex.planation of,
how heat gets from the burner flame into the water in the test tube. The heat subs

.
stance must

a. be composed of large particles, .
b. be able to movs.
c: take up space.'"
d. be pushed.
e. move as rapidly 'as light.
I have mass. A

h. be made up of tiny particles.
g. be able to reproduce. WA4

09-Core-18A

r

Suppose someone said that cold objects have cOld substance in-thein and that when 09-Core-WA
a hot and a cold object are placed together, the cold substance flows ,into the hot
object and the coldibject gets warmer, not because it gains.heat but because it loses
cold substance. Us7 the abtivities you have done with heat and their results to show
that it is heat, not cold, that is transferred. a

I

J

f

t?-

, .



09-Core-20A

v.

The aluminum cans labeled A, B, and C are identical. Each has a mass of 40 gratin.
Assume that A is beited, B is coojed, and C is left at room temperature. Which of
the following reiults can,you expect?

a. .B will weigh More than either A or C.
-4 b. B will' weigh less than either A or C.

c. .A will bp faller than B or C.
d. The size.of B will not change.

09-Exc 40-1A , Which of the following characteristics make a liquid a bad-choice t9r a thermometer,
used to measure the temperature of water .samples?

SI

. a. boiling temperature lower, than water's
b. A boiling temperature higher than water's
c. A freezing temperature lower than water's
d. A freezing temperature higher than water's
e. None of the above

09-Exc 41-1A

Pa

40

you hear the TV weather girj say,that the tempitature will drop-10° tonight, does
"It make any difference whether she means a temperature drop of 10° Celsius or a
temperature drop of 100 Fahrenheit? Explain your answer, using information from
the diagram below. Water

2120 -- boils-- 100°
200

190
180

170

160

150
140

120

-100
90

00

10

60
50

40
32° Water

freezes

Immo.

1111

1011

90

80

70
mi

60

50

40

1=0

20

.!



\ Calories are defined using water as a standard. Define calorie in terms of water. 09-Exc 42.-1A

Suppose you go swimming with the Polar Bear Club in winter, and you go swimming
at the beach in the summer. , In which case does your body need to supply 'tore
calories? Explain your answer.

09-Exc 43-1A

In each of the following cases, 760 _calcifies were supplied to 1000 g of the sUbstance
named. Which of them would .show the greatest temperature change?

a. 'Hydrogen, whose specific heat is 3.41
b. Helium, whose specific heat is 1.24'
c. Water, whose specific heat is 1.00
d.. Sulfur, whose .specific heat is 0.175

09-Exc 44-1A

4.7..,

fil
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Assume that four containers, of water, A, B, C, and D, are pl ced in Contact with
each other as shown. Select the response below which indica s the directtons Of
heat. flow that' occur as the containers touch each other. Ignore. he heat lost to the

, .
air.

a. i3 to A, B to C, and D to C
b. A to B, C to B, and C to D
c. A to B, B to C, and C to'D
d. B to A, C to B, and D to C

. e

. 1 0-Core-1°A

a-

9

The- four containers, A,. B, C,'and D, each hold the same 'amount of water. They are
placed in contact with each other inside a box which allows no heat to escape or
enter. Approximately what will be the temperature of the water in' container B
after one hour?

a. Between 60°C and 70°C
b. Between 55°C and 60°C
c. 'More than .70°C
d. Less than 55°C

^

50°C
A

40°C
B

40°C

1 0-Core72A

A new substance is formed that exists as a gas, a liquid, and a solid, depending on its
temperature. In which state 9f matter would you ekpect it to be the poorest cOn-
ductor of heat?

a. Gas I
b. Liquid
c. Solid
d. Either b or C
e. Texas

1 O-Core-3A
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10-Coro.-4A . Jerry lit burners under the three beakers (A., B, and C) at the same time. He also
put therMometers iro the beakers at equal distances from the heat source, asshown.

1. In whichh, of the beakers will the thermometer begin to show ochangeSin
temperature ',first?
2. Why?

t,

copper powder

Thermometer

Beaker A

Liquid water

6,

10-Core-5A
-

A couple of students suggested to their teacher that Activities 20-7 and 2078-did not
provide good enough reilsons to reject the heat-substance model.. They said that the
balece they used was too crude to 'detect any slight changes in the miss of:the'
wIfter. What change could you make in the activities wh1ch would make rt ixAsible
td detect small changes in mass?

10-Core-6A Two 1/2 kg masses are exactly balanced on the pegboard ba
the left-hand tuass is heated until it gets red hot. The right.-h

a: move.down,
b. move up slightly.
c. move way up.
d. not move at all.

nce as shown. Suppose
nd mass woUld .

,

Left

1/2 kg mats

Pegboard balance

Right

% kg mass



In the following story, assume that both doctors' .facts are Correct. Dr, Bright is an
eye doctor who 'writes prescriptions for .glasses., The model he Use's assumes that
light travels in straight lines. excet 'when it goes. 'from one substance to another;
then, it bends. . Dr. lioberman, a phYsicist, uses a model whishSays that light is like
a wave.and doesnOt travel in straigh ines.

Dr. floberman says to Dr. Bright, "ii 'model and equations aren't used by sci-.

entists anVniore. The model does not fit all.the observations inade, and it does not
suggest further experiments." IDr,. Bright answers,. "The. model f use explains all the observations included in the
optics of lens Making. Furthermore, the arithnieic Involved is fairly '.sim.Ple and
quick. It I dsed the. equations of your wave.theor, my patients would be blind
befare.I got their glassesready."

I. Should Dr. Bright, stop using the older modand use the" newer; broader
model which explains more phenomena of light?.
2. Why did you.give the answer you did?

1 Otoreqk

Select the best answer. 2.Sc1entific Models come into existence by being.
a. discovered in test tubes.
b.. found in nature by direct obserVation.
c., produced .as part of' the data of an experiment.
d. 'thought up-by people..

1 0-Córe-8A

Select, the letter of the phrase below which best completes this sentence. Scientists 1 0-Core-eA

use the heat-as-eneigy model because it
a. provides correct anSviers to all questkms about heat.
b. describes what heat actually is in nature and is therefore correct.
c: helps to explain observations and to predict other observations,
d. is the onlytrue model for heat, and scientists found it.

Scientists accept the heat-as-energy model for heat. This means that
a.. t4y have direct proof-that heat is energy.
b. at least a few scientists have seen heat as energY with their own-eyes.

. c. thinking about heat as though it is energy explains most of the )f)bserva-
tions made to date.
d. heat has the exact properties,of a wave.
e, no other model could fit the abserv,ations made to date.

1 O-Corel OA

(
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10-Core-11A . Heat-as-ener and heat-substance are two models used td explain heat. Study the
chart below, ncl then answer.the tifo/questions that follow:

A

,

)
.

...

SITUATION
.

, . CAN BE 1EXPLAINED BY
-

Heat-as-Energy Heat-Substance
_..

Water doesn't increase weight4'when heated.
X ,

.

Water hfcreaseS volume when
heated: .

,

X X .

£.

A metal rod gets longer when
heated. .

.

Spa& Ftti tastes better when
hot than when cold.

.

.

Based on the information in the chartovhieh is the better model? ,

2. Give a reason for your answer.-

10-Core-12A . Arnold heated 60 ml of a 'liquid for five minutes. After heating it, he remeasured the
. liquid and found that it had a volume of 62 ml. Loa at the diagram below. !Using

the heat-sUbstance model, explain the 2 ml increase in volume.

Diagram A Diagram B

.4
. S

NI

60 m1 , 62 m

10-Core-13A

.

4111.

Ralph heated 40 ml of a liquid to ()()C1 After it was heated, he remeAtired the
liquid and found that it had a volume of 45 nil. Using the heat-as-energy model, ex-
plain how the liquid could increase in volume. ,1

Diagram A

40 m

Diagram B

45 ml

.

't



. .,
Touch two palm size pieces of paper. Rub them together rapidly between your
hands, noting any change that oec4s.

.

I . If fou keep rubbing them together, how long will they continue to
produce theeeffect.you cibserved? ,.

2. Explain youranswer in termS of the heat-as-energy model.
4 ,

0

- 10-Core-14A

Suppose 'that, the energy within a substance called gunk could be ineasured and that
the substance could ex.ist as a solid, a liquid-, or a gas, depending on the amount of
energy it bz)ntained. -braw, a line like the one shown below on your answer sheet to-
represent differeN amounts of. energy. Mark the place on this line where you would
.expect. to find .each state of the gunk, using S for solid, .I.:Tof liquid, and G for gas.

a

. Low energy
,

.0

High energy

1.0-Core-16A.

V

Use the heat-as-energy model to explain why 'it is' true that there is more heat in
2,000 ml of water a. 30'T:than in 50 ml of Water-at 90°C.

10-Core-16A

Using the heat;as-energy model, explain.hoWA hermometer works to measure hot
and cold materials.

Aft

10-Core-17A

10-Core-18A

100
410

20

50 75 100

TEMPERATURE OF THE MACHINE

Input energy

Optput energy

Look at the graph above. The- amount of input energy supp1ied4o the machine is a
constant:100 units, represented by the dotted line on the graph.. The solid line on
the graph represents the output energy plotted against the temperature cbange. Ex-
plain what happens to the input energy ,as the- amount of usable output energy de-

creases.

I.

6 9



In Activity 10-12, diagrimed below, you cOnverted the potential.energy of the blade
into the motion energy of the cart. k you found jhat the kine1ic_eiteLs4 of the cart
was less than the potential energy of the blade. Use your heat-as-energrmodel to

. explain what appears to be a. loss of usable energy.

Ca r t 4*-
Force measurer blade

410174111111I1

Pulley

Force measurer̀4Ii
Sinker

10-Exc 45-1A During the winter, Iggy visits a friend in the North who has bunk beds in his bedroom.
Iggy is offered the upper bunk. The heating vent through wNch the bedroom is
heated is on the wall near the floor.. Will Iggy be warmer than, just as warm as, or
cooler than his friend who is sleeping In the bottom bunk? Explain your answer.

10:Exc 46-1A A scientific model is discarded when
the developer of.the model dies. --

b. a model which is less broad, but easier to understand, is developed.
c. new observations produce contradictions within the model.
d. a more complicated, mathematically-based model is developed.

, 10-Exc 47-1A Consider the coOling curve for sulfur shown in the graph below. .1)0k:tribe the proc-
esses that:are taking place in. sections A, B, and C.

500

400,
w
cc

p 300
' <

cc
tu 200a.
2

100 7

SULFUR

TIME (minutes)



Which of the following tims emperature graphs best describes the cooling behavior 113-Exc 47-2A

of watei when it changes to ice?

Diagram 0

TIME (minutes)

Diagram b

rO.

.

!Diagram c.

-...

TIME (minutes) TIME (minutes),

Water is held in place behind a dam. It has potential energy. When the darn is
opened, water spills out. The.water now has'kinetic energy (motion energy). As the
water falls, it turns a large wheel, or turbine. The turbine generates electricity to,
produce power for the nearby city. Ras all of *the potential energy that was stored
in the water behind the dam been converted to electrical energy? If not, where did
the lost energy go or where slid the gained energrcome from?

111%

47,

10-Exc 48-1A
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